PRESSURE OVER DEFENCE

The PM was under huge pressure last night to drop her hard Brexit red-line on EU judges so she can get an easier deal with the EU.

Cabinet Minister Damian Green has admitted Britain could stay under the jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice beyond 2018 as part of a transitional deal.

Michael, Leave and Remain campaigners issued angry demands for Theresa May to scrap a promise to leave the EU’s Eurozon nuclear agency.

The agency governs the movement of nuclear material across Europe.

Mrs May has said Brexit Britain would have to leave it, as it would mean staying under the ECJ’s oversight.

But former Vote Leave campaign chief Dominic Cummings branded that position “moronic” yesterday.

He accused the Tories of “making huge misjudgements about what the Referendum was about”, saying the ECJ was no significant problem.

Europhile former Tory Culture Minister Ed Vaizey said being part of the Nuclear Power Supply Regulation Convention (NSR) is key to ensuring patients don’t run out of supply of radios and that May was making a “false choice”.

Theresa May smiles alongside Australian PM Malcolm Turnbull yesterday as he vowed a free trade deal with Britain “as soon as possible” after Brexit.

Mr Turnbull said: “Australians are flock of fools, we don’t much around. We’ll move as quickly as the UK is able to move.”

It follows similar pledges from the US, China, Japan and India.

He went with Mrs May to Borough Market, where two Aussies were among eight people killed by terrorists in June. He met cops who tried to help victims and said: “It was very moving.”

TODAY: A cooler, less humid day in the South with cloud and showers or longer spells of rain, becoming heavy over the far south of England and Wales. Showers breaking out elsewhere, these mainly over Scotland and with some sunny spells.

TOMORROW: Most showers should clear but with a few remaining over the west.